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INTRODUCTION
The Sweeney Switcher, as it was commonly referred to on the railroad, though its actual name was
the Sweeney Traveling Switcher, was a railroad job
that will always have sort of a warm place in my
heart. As I mentioned in a previous article, I spent
five days on that job in on-line training during my
four weeks of brakeman school on the Missouri Pacific Railroad. I've also mentioned the job and town
in several other articles, but what this article will be
mostly about is a typical day's work on the Sweeney
Switcher. Just to be confusing, I've chosen to use
the spelling of the town as it appeared in my often
referenced M.P. Timetable #20 from 07-10-83,
though the actual spelling of the town is “Sweeny”,
but for the name of the Phillips 66 plant, I'll use
“Sweeny”, for that is their spelling, which is also
what Sweenorians use. (Sweenyites? Sweenies?)
So put on your rain suit and galoshes, kick back,
and prepare yourself for a whole lot of “fun”.
First, some of you may not know what a “traveling
switcher” is. On the Missouri Pacific, and perhaps
other railroads, a traveling switcher was a job that
worked within a certain territory that could not exceed 100 miles. Whereas a switcher was supervised
by a foreman/brakeman and therefore could not
leave a yard, a traveling switcher was supervised by
a conductor, so he was cleared to take a train outside of a yard. On the Kingsville Division, all
“switchers” were in fact traveling switchers except
for a few jobs in Brownsville. Some had mostly
yard duties, while others primarily switched chemical plants. Sometimes, a particular traveling switchers' duties were indistinguishable from that of local
freights on the mainline—the key difference being
that the local could go over 100 miles, whereas the
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traveling switcher could only go 100 miles. The
rates of pay were a little different as well.
Sweeney was located on the Kingsville Division
about 20 miles south of Angleton by timetable, or
west of Angleton as the grackle flies, or about halfway between Angleton and Bay City. The depot
was built in the last years of passenger service—
probably 1961. The Brazoria County Historical
Museum, at the following link within parentheses
(http://www.bchm.org/holdings/collections/
collectiononline/exhibit2/e20773a.htm), states that
the original building was built in 1914 and burned
in 1961. The replacement depot was a simple nondescript concrete block building without even the
slightest nod to architectural considerations. It was
nothing more than functional in the truest and lousiest sense of the word. The office had a glass window for selling tickets to passengers, with a round
hole for talking through, and a slot on the bottom
above the shelf was for passing tickets through.
Sweeney would have been of practically no importance on the railroad if it hadn't have been for the
Phillips 66 Petroleum Sweeny Refinery located at
Old Ocean, just a hop, skip, and stumble from
Sweeney. The junction with the spur to the plant
was at Abercrombie (not a town—only populated
by grasshoppers, mockingbirds, and occasional bobcats), and the line proceeded due north from there to
Phillips Petroleum. Back then, there was a phone
box at Abercrombie, and a train or traveling switcher that needed to leave the spur and get to Sweeney
had to talk to the dispatcher on the phone first to get
permission to occupy the mainline. What he would
do is give you “track and time” from there to
Sweeney.
(Continued on page 2)

The Sweeney Traveling Switcher (cont.)
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I never was regular on the Sweeney Switcher, but
worked there a lot off the extra board in Houston. In
fact, after my training and initial week of work on the
Kingsville extra board, I was forced to Houston, and
one of my first jobs out of Houston was a deadhead
to work the familiar Sweeney Switcher. From here
on, this article will describe mostly a typical day on
this job. I wrote this article from the viewpoint of
being the head brakeman, but on occasion I was the
senior brakeman, and if both of us were extra board
guys, I would work the rear brakeman's position.
SHOWING UP FOR WORK IN SWEENEY
I can't remember exactly the time the job started, but
it was early in the morning, so let's say 8:00 am,
which sounds about right. I would arrive at the depot
in Sweeney a few minutes early from having spent
the night at a motel in West Columbia, about ten
miles away. Occasionally, I was deadheaded from
Houston the day of the job, which meant that my
driving time subtracted from the amount of time I had
left to work, because you can't rest while you are
driving. The railroad had contracts with a lot of motels up and down the division—everywhere there was
a job located—so personnel from the extra board
would have a place to stay. They were not usually
fancy places, but I never had any complaints. They
were always clean and I got a good night's sleep.
Showing up for work reminds me of one of the catch
phrases you would often hear recited by some train-
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men on the division: “Just show up!” It was usually
said with a bit of derision as well as a touch of humor. There was one engineer, that the first thing out
of his mouth when something went wrong and caused
a delay was, “Just show up!” Implied in the statement was that, regardless of how much went wrong,
or how often you had to sit for hours in a siding, or
how long you waited for whatever they had you waiting for, all you had to do was just show up and you'd
get paid.
A conversation between a headend crew and Angleton Yard might go something like the following.
Now normally, you would think the yard at Angleton
would know our train was coming and be ready for
us, but sometimes it seemed like Angleton thought
we just dropped out of the clear blue sky and they
had no idea we were coming: Engineer: “This AF
Train is stopped at the milepost. Wha'da you want us
to do?” Angleton Clerk: “Hold on a second, AF
Train. I'll get back to you.” A minute or two later,
Angleton Clerk: “AF Train: We're going to have to
hold you out at the milepost until the North End
Switcher can clear out a track for you.” Engineer (to
Angleton): “Can you send us a limo to go eat?” Engineer (to the others in the locomotive cab): “Just
SHHHOW up!”
When I'd get to the depot, the rest of the crew would
already be there, or would be there shortly. Almost
without fail, there would be nothing to do immediately for at least half an hour. I always wondered why
they just didn't call us to work at 8:30 am instead, but
perhaps they wanted us available for those rare times

(Continued on page 3)
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when there was something to do. I would usually
find me a spot on the floor and sit with my back
against the wall, resting, as I knew I had a rough day
ahead. About the only thing we would do during this
slack time was go out and look over a through freight
that sometimes went by.
[The difference between a “look-over” and a “rollby” is that a roll-by is a federally valid inspection
done at a speed of no more than 20 mph, whereas a
“look over” is just watching the train go by at speed,
looking for the same things that might be wrong, but
not slowing the train down. Roll-bys are done in designated inspection areas about every 100 miles. Look
-overs were done anywhere and any time a train went
by. Generally, trainmen would stand about 10 feet
away from the track for a roll-by and maybe 20 feet
for a look-over. I can remember riding the Sunset
Limited years ago across west Texas before it was
equipped with Superliners. The crews of freight
trains we met would be out looking us over and
standing about 40 feet away from the track. There's a
big difference in the size and amount of stuff that can
get kicked up between an 80 mph passenger train and
a 50 mph freight.]
At 8:00 am, the station clerk, the only railroad employee assigned to the station besides the train crew,
would be out walking the tracks. There was a threetrack yard there alongside the mainline, plus two
“city racks” and a house track (usually empty). He
would make a list of all the cars in all the tracks. You
might think they'd have a PICL (pronounced
“pickle”, perpetual inventory of cars list) of all the
cars there, and perhaps they did, but trains would
drop off cars there during the night when no clerk
was on duty, so the clerk would have to find out
where those were, and write that down. So whether
or not the tracks were PICLed, they still had to be
walked.
One thing that had to be considered, was that just because a train set out a block of cars destined for
Sweeney does not mean the cars dropped off were in
the same order as the train manifest, and there could
conceivably even be extra cars or cars missing if a
mistake was made somewhere across the system. I
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think the clerk probably went on duty about 7:00 am
or 7:30 am, and walking the tracks probably took at
least an hour.
Then about 8:30 am, he'd show up at the depot, and
then have to manually enter all the cars into the system, or at least change their order in the track lists if
necessary. He probably had printed out lists of everything that was supposed to be there, and noted any
differences on the list. If the situation was really
bungled, he might have had to start a completely new
list by hand. Then he would print out the switching
lists for the traveling switcher's work. The Phillips
plant would probably have sent a list to the depot
containing all of the cars they wanted delivered to the
plant that day. Either the clerk or the conductor
would then mark up the lists so we would know what
cars to pull out of what tracks.
INITIAL WORK IN SWEENEY
Finally, about 8:45 am, we'd make our first move of
the day, which involved getting the “switcher” out of
the house track. The conductor would have obtained
track and time, which allowed us to occupy the mainline within specified limits and for a specified time.
Our “switcher” was almost invariably an old GP18
with a low nose. On at least one rare occasion, we
had an even older high-nose GP7, and I checked the
pink slip on one of those, and it had been built in
1949. “Wow,” I thought at the time. “This locomotive had rubbed elbows with steam engines!”
Once we got the engine out on the main, we'd proceed to the south end of Sweeney, and get on the
passing track to access the yard tracks from the south
end. We'd dig out maybe eight or ten cars from these
tracks and place them temporarily on the pass. When
we were done on the south end, we'd run up to the
north end and do the same thing there. I don't think I
ever worked the Sweeney Switcher in cold weather.
It was always a hot muggy day, and sometimes a
rainy day.
Once we got the cars out of the north end, then we'd
get all the cars together in the pass, and that would be
our train south out to the plant. All this switching
(Continued on page 4)
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probably took about an hour and a half to two hours.
Once in a blue moon, there might be a flat car of lumber to set over in the house track by the small lumber
yard. So by 10:30 or 11:00 am, we would be ready to
head out to the plant. At this point, we would break
an hour for lunch. There was at least one cafe in
town plus a Dairy Queen, and I'd go eat at one of
those. Usually, there would be at least one other
member of the crew to join me. By noon we would
be ready to head out to the plant.
Now on the railroad, nothing ever goes according to
plan. Any kind of plan the railroad has is really more
like a wish list. So while we might normally be ready
by about noon to go out to the plant, sometimes
things might conspire to create some kind of delay.
Typically, there might be a through freight heading
towards Sweeney, and the dispatcher wouldn't want
to get a switcher out there delaying the through
freight, so perhaps today we have to wait until 12:30
pm or so for a freight to go by. Other delays might
be a diesel truck fueling the locomotive, a track gang
out on the line repairing a switch, computers down
delaying the train list, or just about any reasonable
thing. Once the delay was done, then the conductor
goes to talk to the dispatcher again to get track and
time to head out to the plant.
HEADING OUT TO THE PLANT
It's certainly possible that we might have left town on
signal, but we always shoved the cars to the plant
with a brakeman riding the point, so speed was not of
the essence, and so we probably left town on track
and time. I often rode the point on the shove, and I'd
have to bring the train to practically a stop at two
grade crossings to make sure no cars were coming.
We had no horn on the tank car, and no headlight, so
we had to take extra precautions. And I certainly didn't want to run into something with me riding the
point.
Upon reaching Abercrombie, we'd shove the train
down the mainline so the conductor and rear brakeman could get off the locomotive at the switch, but I
would drop off the point at the switch as well. Once
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the conductor and rear brakeman had alighted on the
ground, the engineer would pull the cars back, and
we'd stop him once he cleared the switch. Then I
would unlock the switch and line it, and we'd signal
the engineer to shove down the Phillips lead. The
conductor and rear brakeman would hop on to ride
the point as we went in towards the plant to a runaround track. The head brakeman would line the
switch at Abercrombie for the mainline, and ride the
locomotive up to the runaround track. It was about
2.25 miles almost due north to the plant gate, with a
little S curve between the gate and the runaround
track.
It's quite possible, depending on the conductor, that
the conductor might have road in on the engine and
only a brakeman or two would be on the point. The
only thing certain was the engineer would be working
the throttle on the engine.
This runaround track was almost always half full of
cars or so, maybe more, which is probably why we
didn't drag the train from Sweeney instead of shoving
it, as if we had tried to shove the cars into the runaround from the other end, we might not have fit in
between there and the plant gate. So when we would
get to the runaround track, we would shove our cars
into the runaround and uncouple them. Sometimes
they wouldn't fit, so we might have to hang onto
some. After that, we would head up to the gate,
where we would stop just outside of it. In fact, I
think it was probably closed and locked. The conductor would disappear for a while inside the plant,
and the rest of us would have a little spot time.
PULLING THE SHIPPERS AT THE PLANT
Within fifteen minutes, the conductor would be back
with the switching list for the plant, somebody would
unlock the gate, and we would begin the process of
pulling our “shippers”. Model railroaders are familiar with the terms “pickups” and “setouts”. In Mopac
parlance, a “shipper” was a car that was going to be
shipped out from the plant. A “spotter” is a car that
was going to be parked at a loading spot. Most of the
time there would be some cars that were not ready for
shipment, and were still being loaded. However, all
(Continued on page 5)
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(Continued from page 4)

loading operations were curtailed while we were in
the plant switching.
This terminology could be utilized in model railroading as well. If a yard switcher picks up a car from an
industry, the car would be called a “shipper”. That
car would then become a “pickup” for the mainline
freight. Likewise, a mainline freight would set out a
car, calling it a “setout”, but when the switcher deposited it at the industry, it would be a “spotter” for
him.
We would go into each track of the four loading
tracks that had shippers and pull those out. Cars in
the way that were still being loaded would be pulled
and set aside into a fifth track on the left side that had
no loading spots, or possibly into a track on the right
side that curved in towards the plant. There were two
of these, and at one time one of them went way back
into the plant where there used to be some loading
spots. These tracks would only hold about three cars.
We avoided using one of the tracks if at all possible,
because it was the worst track in the plant, and cars
often derailed in its sharp curvature. The flange
squeal was ear-splittingly awesome. These cars we
set aside would be re-spotted later.
As we pulled cars from each track, there were several
things we had to watch out for. We had to make sure
that the folding walkway that gave plant workers access to the dome of each tank was in the retracted position. We also had to remove the chocks from the
wheels. Usually, you could knock the chock out
from under the wheel, but sometimes it took a nudge
from the locomotive to limber up the chock. After a
car was coupled into, then the handbrake would be
released.

SPOTTING THE SPOTTERS IN THE PLANT

When we had all of our shippers together, we would
then pull them out of the plant past the runaround
track, and then reach into the runaround track and
pull our spotters out to go into the plant with. Some
of the cars, that were already in the runaround track
before we got there, might have to be switched out
into the spotter group. Also, some of the cars we
brought from town might be going into the runaround
track, and not into the plant proper.

When all our spotters were together on the mainline,
we would usually shove our shippers into the runaround, or at least as many as would fit. We could
hold onto them, but trying to spot cars in the racks
with a long string of cars could be tedious with all
that slack, so ideally we'd go into the plant with as
few cars as possible—only the spotters. With the
shippers tucked out of the way, we'd shove the spotters into the plant.
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Now, a little more switching was involved, as the
cars that we set aside earlier, which still needed to be
loaded some more, were spliced back into the spotters in the proper places. Once that was done, it was
time to spot the cars in the loading racks. The head
brakeman would man the metal chocks, while the
rear brakeman manned the handbrakes. The conductor would position himself directly under the folding
walkway and signal the engineer by hand signal or
radio. The car only had to be within about a foot either way to be “on spot”. Usually, the conductor
could get it more accurate than that. However, with a
long string of fifteen or more tank cars, it could be
really tedious trying to get the car nudged ahead a
foot or so, or backed up that same distance.
When the car was properly positioned, the conductor
would say, “Chock it.” The head brakeman would
throw the chocks under the wheel while the rear
brakeman tied the handbrake down as fast as he could
before the car could roll off spot. Sometimes, the
slack action and/or liquids sloshing back and forth
would roll the car off spot before it could be tied
down. When that happened, we'd have to re-couple
into it, and spot it again. Occasionally, the car might
roll and knock the previous car we successfully spotted off spot, so we'd have to re-spot that one as well.
Once everything was spotted in all the tracks, we'd be
ready to leave. I don't really remember, but I believe
at that time the conductor would disappear again for
another few minutes as he went and told the plant
personnel that we were done switching the plant and
they could resume loading. After we left the plant
proper, I believe they closed and locked the gate.
HEADING BACK TO TOWN
We would then head out to the runaround and pick up
our shippers, and head to the mainline. We would be
pretty pooped by now, but our work was not over,
though most of it was done. The breeze coming in
the front door of the locomotive felt pretty good,
though. When we got up to Abercrombie, either the
head brakeman or the conductor would go to the
phone to talk to the dispatcher. He would give us
The Derail — December 2015
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track and time to head on into Sweeney. Once in a
while, we would sit on the spot there for a while waiting for a train to go by.
[In a circumstance like that (waiting on a train to go
by), sometimes the dispatcher would give you track
and time behind the train that we would be waiting
for. This meant that our track and time would begin
after that train passed. I didn't care for that practice
much on the prototype, as I once had a conductor on
another job who didn't know what the “behind” part
meant, and the conductor unlocked a switch on the
mainline before he should have. Fortunately, the dispatcher caught this error when a light or bell went off
on his panel, the station clerk at the location opened
the station door and yelled for the conductor to come
into the depot pronto, and after about thirty seconds,
he came back out and locked the switch back up. I
didn't really realize what had transpired until a train
came poking by the depot several minutes later with
curious looks on the faces of the headend crew. They
probably had a red block thrown in their faces when
the conductor unlocked the switch. On the C&IG and
other model railroads, I'll sometimes ask the dispatcher for track and time “behind” a train, though, since
in the model railroad world, lives are not at stake, and
it is expedient as well as prototypical.]
When we got back to Sweeney, we had a couple
more things to do. We had to do something with our
shippers. Most of them were probably going to be
pickups for trains later that afternoon or night. Some
might go into tracks in the yard. We might also have
to dig a couple of pickups out of the yard tracks.
When things were really hopping, and there were a
lot of cars being handled, the pickups and setouts
were handled on the pass, thus eliminating Sweeney
as a place for trains to meet. [Sweeney was not a really good place to meet long trains anyway, because
there was a crossing in the middle of the pass, which
would have to be cut by a train parking there for
more than five minutes. Sometimes, trains would
hang back short of the crossing, and not foul the
crossing, particularly if they were holding the main,
until the other train was showing up.] After we had
our northbound and southbound pickups spotted, that
would usually be it for the day, and we would tie up.
But not always.
(Continued on page 7)
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ODDBALL THINGS NOW AND THEN
Sometimes, when we were ready to tie up by 4:00 or
5:00 pm in the afternoon, meaning we still had three
or four hours before the hours of service law kicked
in, extra work would get piled on us. The Sweeney
Switcher served as kind of a safety valve for the area
south of Angleton. On occasion, instead of tying up
and putting the GP18 in the house track, we would be
instructed by the dispatcher or the trainmasters in Angleton to go pull some hog-lawed train into Angleton
or Vanderbilt. That would usually push us close to
twelve hours.
The Sweeney Switcher was a six-days-a-week job.
On Saturday, the plant was closed to switching, however, the setouts from the previous night had to be put
away, and the northbound and southbound pickups
had to be rustled up as well. Often times, the
Sweeney Switcher would be tied up after about two
hours of work or less, so Saturday was usually a gravy day, though as mentioned above, the dispatchers
were well aware of this and knew they had a crew in
Sweeney usually available in a pinch.
One time I was deadheaded to the Sweeney Switcher
by automobile on the day of work, meaning my hour
and a half deadhead from Houston left only ten and a
half hours of possible work remaining in me. We had
practically nothing to do, and tied up in less than an
hour. Upon tie-up, I was told I was released from the
job, and instructed to deadhead back to Houston.
That means I received two 79 mile deadheads and
100 miles of work for a total of 258 miles, or about
two and a half days pay for four hours of my time.
On another Saturday, we didn't get to do any of the
usual work, and were instructed to take a train (that
was about to hog law) from Sweeney to Vanderbilt.
This meant we were going out of our assigned territory, so on this day we earned our usual 100 miles, plus
mileage off our assigned territory, plus tow-in time
back to Sweeney, and possibly even a 100-mile penalty on top of all that. Regardless, that was another
big payday for the A-Team. Traveling switchers
were usually grueling work, and it didn't usually
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work out like I related in these situations, but when it
did, it was like icing on a cake.
MEMORIES, SWEET MEMORIES
A list of “memorable highlights” of my days working
the Sweeney Switcher would include:
1. Messing up the signals I was passing during
brakeman training, and giving backups when the
assigned brakeman was sending me forwards, and
vice versa.
2. Also in brakeman's training, mishearing the assigned brakeman telling me to “lace the air” on
the cars. I thought he had said “release the air”,
so I proceeded to bleed the air off the cars instead, which was hard to do because the air was
already bled off.
3. Spraining my ankle during my first week on the
Sweeney Switcher off the Houston Guarantee Extra Board, and having to hobble around the rest of
the week, because I was too scared to lay off sick,
since a rookie brakeman who hasn't made it past
his derail (100 trips) can be fired for any reason.
4. A trainmaster from Angleton playing conductor
and doing some “tidying up work” and derailing
cars in the curved track inside the Phillips plant.
5. Riding the rear of the last tank car with the conductor and other brakeman, when the trailing
truck split the switch and zipped the track together, ending that day's work. (Our spotters had not
been spotted yet, and what a bumpy ride that was
before we got stopped!)
6. Riding the point on a tank car from Sweeney to
Abercrombie in the rain (multiple days).
7. Experiencing heat exhaustion coming out of the
Phillips plant.
8. Hopping on the caboose with the conductor and
other brakeman to take a mainline train to Vanderbilt, and inside the caboose, while the conductor was telling us what he planned to do up the
road, the engineer (who had an engineer trainee)
let the slack run out really hard (so maybe it was
the trainee), and sent all three of us flying.
9. Seeing an ex-steam locomotive engineer restarting
his GP18 on the mainline at Sweeney, and the
resulting huge cloud of white smoke soaring a
(Continued on page 8)
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couple hundred feet skyward was bigger than anything even the most puffiest steam locomotive
could ever hope to do.
10. The (same?) ex-steam locomotive engineer running an old (same?) GP18 with poor brakes that
wouldn't slow down very well before most couplings (it seemed to speed up instead), and ramming into a tank car at about 8 mph, probably
knocking him off his seat.
SWEENEY AND THE PHILLIPS PLANT TODAY
Things are different in Sweeney and Old Ocean today. The sharp curve has been widened at the junction at Abercrombie, and a signal seems to have been
installed, so trains now can leave on signal. They've
put a “derail” there at the mainline, which is actually
a complete switch that most likely lines automatically
when the dispatcher lines the mainline switch. Besides the differences mentioned at Abercrombie,
Sweeney and Old Ocean have changed as well. The
lumber yard is closed down, though the structures are
still there. The depot is now a concrete slab. The
city racks, whose location is still discernible in
Google Maps, are ripped up. The house track and
yard tracks are still there, but there are no cars in
them. It would appear that the cars for the Phillips
plant are now stored and switched in Angleton.
However, that may be about to change, or may have
already changed. Google Maps shows a new runaround south of and in addition to the old one on the
Phillips lead, and grading was being done to put in as
many as three new tracks alongside both runarounds.
There also seems to be a track #6 in the plant that I
do not quite remember, though my memory seems to
be recalling either the new track #6 being installed
there, are #5 being lengthened.
In addition to those things, there is a coke loading
facility along the west side of the Phillips plant lead
opposite the runaround, and a loop of track to handle
coke trains. I understand they run coke trains out of
there, and some of it is shipped overseas. A conveyor
transfers the coke from inside the plant to the loading
facility.

And what ever became of the Sweeney Switcher?
I'm not sure. I remember the job was abolished during my last year on the railroad, and the plant switching was going to be handled by the South Local,
which was a turn that ran from Angleton to the Union
Carbide plant south of Bay City and back. I was
wondering how they were going to handle all that
extra work on that job, but perhaps business at Old
Ocean had fallen off due to the economic downturn
in the early eighties. I imagine they put the job back
on when things picked back up, but do not know how
it is handled today. I could see no indication of a
plant switcher on Google Maps, so maybe the plant is
still switched by Union Pacific crews.
The most amazing thing to me, though, is that several
hundred feet south of the current Phillips lead, an entirely new lead with a wye at the mainline has been
graded and goes all the way north to where it abuts
the Phillips plant at the far northeast corner. Whether
this is an addition to the Phillips plant, or a new unrelated operation is unclear. The new lead has several
shallow zigzags all the way north, and seems likely to
be going to have a fairly large 6 or 8-track yard near
the mainline, probably for pickups and deliveries to/
from mainline trains, and a much larger 16 or 18track SIT-type yard closer to the plant. Additional
grading of large areas hints of the plant facilities to be
installed. The railroad seems further advanced in
construction than the plant, so maybe some of it will
be completed first to enable construction equipment
and materials to be shipped to this new plant or facility by rail. The Old Ocean plant seems to be an old
plant, so I suspect this new facility is more than just
an expansion, but a modernization of the Old Ocean
plant as well. Currently, of Phillips 66's 15 plants
worldwide, the Old Ocean plant, which Phillips 66
calls its “Sweeny Refinery”, is tied for second largest
in the company based on capacity, and is fourth (in
secondary capacity, whatever that is) based on the
Nelson Complexity Factor according to Wikipedia.
I had already in a previous article stated that there
seems to be at least double the volume of freight on
my old Kingsville division (now called the Brownsville Sub). Things like this make me think now that
it's probably more like triple or more the business
(Continued on page 9)
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from when I was working, or at least will be in the
near future. With NAFTA and completely new large
scale industries having been built along the division,
things are really cooking down there. In fact, my
time on the division may have been approximately at
its nadir, from a long slow decline that featured the
loss of vegetable traffic out of the valley and most
small-time local traffic such as lumber yards, oil depots, small agriculture related facilities, LCL, etc.
While the division certainly never struggled like the
SP's south Texas lines, since then, and even starting
while I was there, there has been a steady installation
of new industries across the division. I find this exciting that my old “Brownie” seems to be doing so
well now.

By David N. Currey

The things that I've talked about in this article would
certainly be applicable to a model railroader who has
modeled a large or even moderately sized chemical
plant, and would also certainly give such a person
good ideas about how to organize the switching of
such an industry. Particular noteworthy is the fact
that some switching duties pertaining to the Phillips
plant at Old Ocean were actually carried out in the
yard at Sweeney. So some model railroader designing a chemical plant operation for his model railroad
can consider locating some of the switching elsewhere, where perhaps he has more layout room. Not
all of it has to be within the confines of or near to the
plant.
I think I'll take a one-hour lunch and then tie up for
the day.

Realistic Operations On Your Model Railroad Part 4

By Al Partlow

In this installment we are going to address rail switching operations in a concentrated industrial area, in this
case around the Texas & New Orleans Railroad’s
Houston Grand Central Station. This “layout design
element” features a large passenger station and related
engine service facilities and nearby industries. This
area provides interesting switching activities for one
or two operators for three “real time” hours during an
operating session. Not only do the operators perform
passenger train switching, but they also switch the
surrounding industrial sites in the area, including the
nearby engine terminal. That includes “hostling” motive power to and from the depot.

List” (either hand written or pre-printed) to help facilitate proper car placement at the various industries.
This eliminates the shuffling of large numbers of car
cards/waybills. A sample of a switch list for November 22, 1952, from which the crew will perform their
work, is provided at the end of this article. As you
will note, the switch list is divided into an “East End”
and “West End” for lining up cars for the two distinct
areas to be switched. General Switching Instructions
indicate that the “West End” must be switched first
due to a passenger train occupying Station Track #1,
which is also the “lead track” for several “East End”
industries.

The prototype designated this switching assignment
as “The Team Track Job” and a switch engine and
crew were on duty around the clock in the 1950s era
that I model. Switching operations were most definitely a “game of chess” as crews had to work around
arriving and departing passenger trains (still twenty
plus a day in the early 1950s). T&NO passenger
trains ran on time in those days, and it was not good
job security for a switch crew to delay the scheduled
departure of a train. Crews also had to keep nearby
industries spotted with empties and inbound loads as
required, as well as pulling empties and outbound
loads in a timely manner.

A two man crew is ideal for this switch job, as one
person can handle the Switch List, communicate with
the Dispatcher regarding the arrival and departure of
passenger trains, help line switches and “pull pins” as
needed. The other crew member can run the locomotive and also line switches on the locomotive end of
movements. If two people are not available, one person can still handle the job if necessary.

Rather than using car cards/waybills for the movement of freight cars, crews utilize a “Switch
The Derail — December 2015

The work begins with the crew checking the Switch
List to determine which cars in the “inbound cut” are
for “East End Industries” and which cars are for
“West End Industries”. Cars going to the same industry are then lined up accordingly to avoid “switching
them out” on arrival at the respective industrial area.
(Continued on page 10)
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Realistic Operations On Your Model Railroad Part 4
It is also important to note on the Switch List if cars
are to be spotted at a specific door at an industry, with
the crew lining up cars as designated.
As mentioned earlier, the crew will switch the “West
End Industries” first, so cars so designated are organized accordingly and the actual switching work begins. Universal Terminal Warehouse and Kraft Foods
are usually switched first, as they are closest to the
depot. Empties from these two industries must also
be pulled or loads re-spotted as required, in addition
to spotting cars off the inbound cut. Once this work is
completed, the crew heads to the Great Atlantic &
Pacific Tea Warehouse to perform work there. They
also must take cars with them for the Camp Logan
Team Track, with those cars trailing the locomotive in
order to be able to switch this “trailing point” spur
track. After spotting cars for these two locations, the
crew then returns to complete the “West End” work
by switching the Houston & Texas Central Roundhouse which is where diesel passenger locomotives
and switch engines were serviced in the early 1950s.
Cars containing sand, diesel fuel, grease and lube oil
are typical inbound traffic for this facility.
By the time this work has been completed, the “East
End Industries” are now accessible, as the “The Hustler” has departed the depot for Dallas, making the
lead track to the east end open. Again, cars are
grouped for each industry and lined
up for spotting as indicated on the
Switch List. All industries on the
East End are “trailing point” spur
tracks, so no “run-around” movements are required. There is an East
End Storage Track which is used for
“off-spot” cars and cars that cannot
be spotted at the industries must be
placed on this track accordingly.

By Al Partlow

also be turned on the wye and a parlor car cut into the
train for its early evening departure to Dallas. The
outbound “Owl” must also be switched and made
ready for a late evening departure to Dallas. In late
November and into December, the “Owl” could operate with as many as 12-15 cars, mainly headend
equipment such as express reefers, express boxcars,
as well as full baggage and storage mail cars. An additional sleeper and chair car might also be in the
consist to accommodate additional holiday travelers.
The key to this kind of switching is to take some extra time at the beginning of the shift to develop a plan
for switching the multiple industries, each with numerous car spots, in an efficient manner. Blocking
cars together for a particular industry will also save
time in the long run. Switching crews assigned to a
passenger terminal must also remain aware of the
schedules of passenger trains and perform their
switching work in a manner that will ensure on-time
departures of trains.
So, try using a Switch List when you have heavy
switching work to perform and I think you will find
the results most satisfying.

Photo provided by Al Partlow

After this work is completed, the
crew must turn its attention to
switching the inbound and outbound
passenger trains. Head end cars off
inbound trains must be spotted at the
Post Office Parcel Post Building and
loaded outbound cars pulled and
placed on the proper outbound trains.
The outbound “Sunbeam” train must
The Derail — December 2015
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San Jacinto Membership News.

By Rex Ritz

We have two changes to announce. First Gilbert Freitag has been appointed as the second Director at Large to
round out our roster for the remainder of the business year, through August of calendar year 2016. Also,
please welcome Kelly Russell as our official Media Manager assuming duties from Dick Louvet, and formerly
Steve Sandifer, to keep our projector and associated audio/video system available and ready for each meeting.
Kelly may also like to see your special train DVD you could donate to his library.
Best regards,
Rex

The Union Switch & Signal

Submitted by Cliff Cheeseman

Cliff Cheeseman found a couple of great websites that give interesting information on searchlight signals and
the history of The Union Switch & Signal. Check them out.
http://www.railwayage.com/index.php/communications/130-years-of-innovation-union-switch-signal-ansaldo-sts-usa-1881-2011.html

http://www.trainweb.org/signals/usssls1.htm

2015 ANNUAL SJMRC CHRISTMAS DINNER PARTY
2015 ANNUAL SJMRC CHRISTMAS DINNER PARTY
AT GIL & VIRGINIA FREITAG’S HOME
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 1st AT 6PM
If you didn’t sign up to bring a food item at the November meeting, please call Virginia to see what is still
needed. 713-926-2993 See you there for an evening of lots of fun.
ALSO: DON’T FORGET TO BRING AN EXCHANGE GIFT TO GET IN ON THE FUN!
RAILS: Put your name inside the wrapped gift and mark the scale on the Outside (approx. $15 value)
NON-RAILS: Put your name inside the wrapped gift (approx. $15 value)
DIRECTIONS:
I45 South to exit #42 (Wayside) or I45 Northbound to exit #41B (Wayside)
Southbound: turn LEFT onto Wayside or Northbound turn RIGHT onto Wayside
Proceed 0.7mi to LAWNDALE Turn RIGHT onto LAWNDALE
Proceed 0.7mi to ALTA VISTA ST. Turn LEFT onto ALTA VISTA ST.
Proceed 1 ½ blocks to 1835 (2 story on right)

New Article Challenge
The Derail is looking for another contributor on the topic of train stations. Your article can be about train station anywhere in the world or a model you have seen or a model you built based on a real train station you
saw. Pictures are very important for this type of article. Make sure to submit photo credit info, model credit,
and station location too. You can submit one time (we can choose a different author each month) or you can
submit multiple articles to be published over time. Remember, the Derail is only as good as the members who
present articles. We’ve been getting lots of great feedback on all the new articles lately. Consider if you
would like share your story with others through the Derail.
If interested contact Bob at bsabol@stillmeadow.com. Thanks, Bob
The Derail — December 2015
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November Minutes
President Rex Ritz called the meeting to order at
7:00pm. We had two new visitors from Katy and from
Shreveport. Both are NMRA members and joined the
club.
Clinic
Chuck Lind Introduced Bob Barnett for a clinic entitled: “Modeling the Cotton Industry”.
The clinic was primer on the cotton industry in Texas
and the railroads that served it.
Bob covered the steps in raw cotton harvesting and
production.
He showed several pictures of cotton production. They
included cotton picking then and now and cotton gins
then and now and several pictures of Texas gins.
He covered cotton products shipped by rail and what
railroads shipped in Texas.
The next topic was cotton compresses and pictures of
several size compresses, at the gin, for domestic shipments and for shipments by sea.
The next topic was cotton seed and storage with pictures of several seed houses with their distinctive roof
slopes.
The last section was pictures of Fred Holland’s layout
that modeled many aspects of cotton production.
Treasurer’s Report
The October 30 bank balance was $16,179.52. Deposits for the month included Train Show vendor table
receipts. Expenditures included speakers for the clinics
and expenses for the Freitag Award earlier in the year.
We are expecting additional Train Show expenses before February.
There was short discussion on uses for excess funds.
The October secretary’s report was accepted as published.
Layout Tour
Craig Brantley reported that the hard copy of the Layout Tour was delayed until later in the week. The website is available for tour information. Steve Sandifer
said he put the info on his Facebook page. He encourages all members to publicize the Show in their personal web pages.
Train Show
Robert Ashcraft reported that David Currey is handling
clinics at the show.
There are currently several layouts that will be at the
show:
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by Richard Louvet

NWX HO Division
Houston S-Scalers
Loren Neufeld/Jim Lemmond ‘s On3 Railroad
Bay Area Railroad Fellowship (BARF) HO Layout
Southeast Texas Model railroad Club HO Layout
Not confirmed but invited are the Houston Area G
Gaugers.
Lone Star Region
Jim Lemmond reminded the club about the LSR ballot
mailing. Please take the time to vote and insure the
club interests are well represented.
Division 8
Ray Byer said that Division 8 meeting will be held at
the Bayland Center starting in January. The meetings
are scheduled on the second Saturday of each month
from 10 to 2.
Narrow Gauge Convention
Last report. The 2016 convention is in Augusta, ME.
Derail
Bob Sabol mentioned our biggest issue yet. He expressed thanks to Brian Jansky for his ideas on a regular layout feature for the newsletter.
Christmas Party
Virginia Freitag distributed the party signup sheets.
Members can also call with their potluck donations.
The party will serve as the December club meeting.
New Business
To fully comply with Texas law, Rex nominated Gilbert Freitag to fill the remaining board term of immediate past president. Gilbert was elected by the membership.
There was much discussion about the need for a more
timely membership list. The topic was tabled while we
investigate workable improvements – if any.
Kelly Russell volunteered to be the club’s Media Manager and be responsible for our audio –visual equipment.
Respectfully submitted
Dick Louvet
Secretary
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San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the
first Tuesday of each month at 7pm

Bayland Community Center
6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX
Click here for directions

Visitors are always welcome!

Officers
President: Rex Ritz
icrex@yahoo.com
Vice-President: Chuck Lind MMR
chucklind46@gmail.com
Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet
rlouvet@att.net
Director at Large: Denny McGonigle
denny_mc@hotmail.com
Director at Large: Gilbert Freitag
gilbertfreitag@att.net
Past President: (vacant)

Next Meeting
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 1
2015 ANNUAL SJMRC
CHRISTMAS DINNER PARTY
AT GIL & VIRGINIA FREITAG’S HOME

Derail Staff

AT 6:00PM

Conductor: Bob Sabol
bsabol@stillmeadow.com
Engineer: Terri Brogoitti
tbrogoitti@stillmeaow.com
Brakemen:
David N. Currey
texasandlouisiana@msn.com
Brian Jansky
brianj844@gmail.com
Al Partlow
alswitch@aol.com

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org
Webmaster: Brian Jansky

Video Corner

“The Steam Locomotive 1940's New York Central Railroad”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NjxjLD00Pzc
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